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Medvedev: If US Deploys ‘Peacekeepers’ to Ukraine, We Will burn Them Up

Description

DISCLOSURE: Sourced from Russian government funded media

Russia will consider so-called NATO peacekeepers as legitimate targets if they get deployed in
Ukraine on the front line, Security Council Deputy Chairman Dmitry Medvedev said on Friday.

“They will be a legitimate target for our armed forces if they are placed on the front line without the
consent of Russia with weapons in their hands and directly threaten us,” Medvedev wrote on his
Telegram channel.

According to the official, the West’s real goal is to establish a ceasefire on the front line that is
favorable to them.

“It is clear that the so-called NATO peacekeepers are simply going to enter the conflict on the side of
our enemies [Ukraine] … Unleash that very third world war, which they so fear when they talk,”
Medvedev said.

Earlier in March, Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban stated that the European Union is one step
ahead from discussing sending military of some peacekeeping type in Ukraine.

In fact, intentional disinformation is a disgraceful scourge in media today. So to assuage any possible
errant incorrect information posted herein, we strongly encourage you to seek corroboration from other
non-VT sources before forming an educated opinion.

Due to the nature of uncensored content posted by VT’s fully independent international writers, VT
cannot guarantee absolute validity. All content is owned by the author exclusively. Expressed opinions
are NOT necessarily the views of VT, other authors, affiliates, advertisers, sponsors, partners, or
technicians. Some content may be satirical in nature. All images are the full responsibility of the article
author and NOT VT.
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